
IITRODUCTIOM

0s 12 June 1986, the apartheid regime declared a nationwide state of

emergency .

In what ways does this emergency differ fro. the previous emergency?

What does the regime hope to achieve? Mow can we frustrate these sins

and take our straggle for freedom and desocracy to a higher level?

These are sons of the questions we in the UDT need to answer if we are .

to respond correctly .

The present State of inergency is a na jor assault on the progressive nove-

nest .

Over the last i8 sonths the people have created a now situation in our

country . They have seined the initiative frog the state and begun to

create conditions for the transfer of power to the people .

By declaring the inergency, the state in turn is attespting to create

cospletely different conditions . It gees these as a precondition to lay

the basis for a new forsula to retain ∎inority rule .

To do this, it aiss to wipe out the democratic movement t to close off all

legal space for sass sobilisation and organisation through detentions and

bannings ; to crush township and rural uprisings with whatever force is

necessary ; and finally to intensify attacks on the Prontline States with

the ai∎ of ∎ilitarily defeating the ABC .

In declaring a nationwide emergency today, the government has similar sins

to those it had in 1960 . In 1959, the ABC decided to esbark on a national

anti-pass campaign . This decision cane after ten years of swans mobilisation

had united oppressed people throughout the country . Branches of the ABC

ousted in almost every town and village . The strength and support of the

Congress Alliance was a na jor threat to the apartheid region . Os 21 March

1960, police opened fire on a peaceful pass demonstration at Bharptville .

The massacre and the uproar that followed it were used as an encase by the



begin. to laench as all out offoasive to destroy the Congress Alliance .

It tools the regiss five Tears to crush the democratic sovoont . It took

the drsocratic sovenent a further fire fears to re-onerge .

crushing of the desecratic movesent created the cenditions for the

State to isplesent grand apartheid . The political stability which the

repressive conditions stunted, led to a period of unparalled economic

prosperity for •the apartheid begin. .

The actions of the apartheid resin, since the declaration of the nationwide

State of Isergency suggest that the state is once again trying to create

the political conditions for the continuation of white ∎inority role and

oconosic prosperity .

COWDITIOMS LiADISS TO Tilt DICLA*ATIOI OP TMt ghUU ICT

In the la swaths prior to June 1986, the apartheid begin. faced a nusber of

serious challenges to its continued rule . Those challenges have cone free

a progressive ∎ovenent .that is increasingly militant and united . The reselt

is that the apartheid begine is isolated both at hone and in the internat-

ieeal cwrenity. Serious conflicts within the ruling group have for

sane tine prevented the state free working out a clear strategy to deal

with the challenges to its aetherity .

What follows is an overview of the conditions facing the apartheid regime

prior to its declaraing the Ssorgency .

1 gevernabil ity

The sass struggle against the Tri-cueral Parliament, the Local Aethoritios

and the laatestans safe it clear that the goverssent was unable to ispese

sinerity rule on our people .

The resignation of Councillors in the rain urban centres throughout the

country led to the collapse of the Local Anthoritios and the Co surity

Councils .

In their place, civic associations and youth and student congresses forced
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street committees t look into residents' problems .

street committees are developing rudimentary organs of peoples power

taking over aspects of local administration like crime prevention and

rubbish removal .

Over the last six months, the struggle against puppet structures moved to

the aantustans . In Lebowa, [waNdebele, rangwane, Vends, and Dophuthatswana,

residents demanded the resignation of Hantustan puppets . In Lebowa a

number of MPs and tribal chiefs resigned . In =wsjdebele, residents are

actively campaigning against 'independence' .

Mass militancy bas reached unprecedented

In some areas these

levels . There has been a

marked increase in the number of attacks on homes and lives of Councillors,

policemen and informers in all parts of the country . Newspaper reports

say that the SADF and SAP occupying forces have faced armed attacks during

township raids . As a result of increasing militancy, a growing number of

people are prepared to sacrifice their lives .

Another recent development has been the formation of Defence Committees

in a number of areas threatened by vigilante attacks .

These conditions have led to a new phase of the armed struggle . A move

from armed propaganda to a people's war .

jjnitl and Strength of the Democratic Movement

The last eighteen months has seen mass mobilisation and organisation of

all sections of the oppressed community .

Opposition to apartheid has spread to areas of the country - previously

untouched, such as the bantustans and townships in white rural areas .

Here unions, civics, and student and youth congresses have developed .

Vigilantes and severe harassment from the system have not succeeded in

undermining organisation . Instead people have adapted to heavy repression

by finding new wars to organise . Defence cosittees have been set up to

protect communities from vigilante attacks . Street_ committees allow few grea-

ter mass participation in erfaaisatiems .



The struggle for liberation is no longer confined to the youth . itesi-

dents and workers have participated in the . nationwide staways on Nay

Day and 16 Jun .. They have desions t rated their opposition t o puppet

structures by boycotting rents and descending the resignation of puppet

bodies . Parents have supported their children's campaign against Bantu

Iducation by Joining Parents' Crisis Co.aittees .

Hand in hand with the high level of ∎ass ∎obilisation and organisation

has been the growth of greater unity aaongst progressive organisations .

Most important has been the united national action taken by the UDP

and COIATU on Hay Day and June 16 .

This unity has extended fros national and regional levels to the local

level . COSATU locals have joined with civic associations in supporting

rent boycotts . They have pressurised ∎anagesent to refuse to allow

stop orders fro. workers wages for rent payment s .

The progressive ∎ovesent has also strengthened its non racial and cross

class alliances .

for the first time, TIC and NIC successfully ∎obilised the Indian cossu-

nity in support of the Nay Day and June 16 stayaways .

The"UDP call to Whites" caapaign and Bnd Conscription Campaign ∎obilised

a large following in the white cou unity .

The UCC built strong alliances between parents, teachers and students .

The consumer boycotts strengthened ties between traders and residents .

The deepening and broadening of the progressive movements ∎cans that the

state is facing a far ∎ore formidable and determined opposition than that

which confronted it in the past . It is truely national, both geographi-

cally and in terms of the support it is able to ∎obilise from all sections

of the community .



As a result, all governsent attespts to trefors' apartheid have been

stilborn and have failed to attract any popular support .

In the .yes of the ∎asses, the scrapping of the pass laws scant little in

the face of rising sinus loysent, and renewed attespts to desolish shacks .

To the hundreds of thousands living in overcrowded satchbozes and shanties .

freehold tenure did not realise the people's descend for housing and security .

The National Statutory Council does not sect the people's descends for real

political leadership .

Disunity within the white power bloc

The collapse of apartheid rule -.in sang areas, together with the strength

of the oppositional forces has resulted in serious disputes within the

enesy carp over the cost effective way to ∎aintain white ∎inority rule .

'these disputes have served to weaken or divide the apartheid forces . As

a result they have been unable to regain the initiative or to work out

a coherent strategy for saintaining ∎inority rule .

On the one hand, big business, the PFP and sections of the MP favoured

an acceleration of refers and the incorporart* % of Africans into central

governeent .

On the other hand, the right wing has descended the preservation of old

style apartheid and the use of greater force against anti-apartheid

activists .

These disputes within the enesy cup have reached new levels over the last

year . Thus caking it ispossible for the governsent to ∎eb$iasaa pert

for its policies whether reforsist or repressive . Tho AYa together with

the CP and M11P launched an open attack on the governsent by breaking up

National Party ∎eetings, and ∎obilising the Afrikaner yolk in defence of

apartheid .

Sections of big business and the PFP have realised that the scrapping of

the pass laws, the national statutory cosncil and freehold torture were

to. little too late .



Bid businessand the PFP have opposed the implementation of RSC's . From

the rightwing these measures have been described as a betrayal of the

yolk .

At the same time, big business, the PFP, prominent churchmen and intellec-

tuals have visited the ANC . They have further undermined the legitimacy

of the government by demanding the release of Nelson Nandela and negotia-

tions with the ANC for SA's future .

The tensions and disputes within the enemy camp reached a climax when Le

Grasps •s laws were rejected in the House of Delegates and House of Repre-

sentatives . By steam-rolling this unpopular legislation through the

Presidents' Council, the government further weakened cohesion within

the ruling block, and exposed the authoritarian nature of . the new

constitution .

International Isolation

The apartheid regime has also grown increasingly isolated internationally .

The international anti-apartheid organisations have mobilised hundreds

of thousands of people against apartheid . This pressure has become

so strong that even Reagan and Thatcher can no longer bold out against some

form of sanctions . As a result there are increasing tensions between the

re gia and its major international allies . The non-aligned countries also

increased pressure for action against the South African government . The

&PG was established by the Commonwealth to facilitate negotiations and

peaceful change in 3A. At the end of its month term, th EPG concluded

that the IA government had made no attempt to dismantle apartheid and

therefore recommended sanctions .

tconomic Crisis

The political upheavals in the country also had a serious effect on SA's

crisis ridden economy .



Uoeaploysent and the high cost of living have increased people's suffering

and contributed to the unprecedented level of sass ∎obilisation and orga-

nisation. At the sane tine the recession has prevented the governaent Eros

offering significant econosic incentives to buy off sections of the oppressed

The effects of unesployaent and the recession have also affected the privi-

leged position of the white working class. Many have joined the AYH,

firsly believing that the government is selling the∎ out .

For the governsent the cost sea ous _aspect of the crisis has been the effect

of the political upheaval on the econosy . The BA econosy is heavily depen-

dent on foreign loans and investsent for its econosic stability and growth .

however, political instability sakes foreign investors nervous and unwilling

to lend their ∎oney or invest it in BA, Without foreign iuvestsent and

foreign loans, the LA econosy declines, exacerbating unenploymeat and

inflation . . The governsent also finds it increasingly difficult to finance

apartheid and its war at hose and in Maaibia .

AIMS OF THE EMERGENCY

The conditions prior to the declaration of the esergency were a real threat

to the continued existence of the apartheid re gise on a nusber of fronts .

All attempts to isplesent pieceseal solutions such as the partial state

of esergency, the scrapping of pass laws and national statutory councils,

failed to crush the uprising or win ∎ass support . These seasures sorely

deepened opposition to the aegis • and isolated it further .

The declaration of the emergency ∎ust be seen as a sajor attespt by the State

to regain the initiative Eros the progressive ∎ovesent by fundasentally re-

structuring the political terrain in the country on a long-tern basis .

This aim could not be achieved regionally or sector by sector as the strength

of the progressive sovessot over the last eighteen „oaths has desonstrated

For this reason a national initiative was needed . The declaration of the

osergency was such an initiative .



The broad aiss of the esergency are to

	S1 isinate the desocratic sovesent

Slash the uprising and thereby regain control over ungovernable areas of

the country

	Prevent the advance of the arsed struggle

	Re-unite the ruling group against the sajority

	ksstore business confidence in the econosy

Slisinate the desocratic k ovesent

Over the fast six years the desocratic sovesrst has successfully operated

openly and legally . This has allowed us to ∎obilise and organise thousands

of people against apartheid . It is this sass support which is one of the

fundaaental strengths of the desocratic sovesent .

The nature of the state's actions since the declaration of the esergency

suggests that is trying to close off the legal space within . +rkich the deso-

cratic ∎ovesent has operated in order to turn back the process of sass sobi-

lisation and organisation . To do this the state is attacking all f onts of

desocratic activity : trade unions, husan rights organisations, civic,

student and youth organisations, newspapers, and the United Desocratic

Front itself .

The detention of thousands of ∎esbers of ;the desocratic ∎ovesent is ailed

at underlining ∎ass organisation . Those detained are fro∎ all ranks of the

desocratic sovesent : executive sesbersrof ;the United Desocratic Front,

unions and cossunity organisations, ∎esbers of street cossittees, SRC's and

striking workers.

The stringent curbs on the press are ailed at silencing the desocratic

∎ovesent and stopping our organisations fros responding publically to the

state attacks. It also aiss to disorganise and desoralise through an

inforsat ion blackout .

Meetings are banned, regulations control funerals, and prevent organisations



calling for strikes, boycotts, an end to conscription= or the lifting of

the emergency itself . These measures are aimed at stopping mass mobili-

sation, to deprive the progressive movement of further support .

smash the uprising and regain control over ungovernable areas

be said earlier that in ∎any areas, apartheid structures like the banSa-

stan chiefs and black local authorities had been forced to resign . In

their place civic, youth and student congresses have forted rudimentary

organs of people's power to take control of local administration .

Under the guise of preventing conflict between 'radicals' , 'moderates',

thousands of SADF and SAP have occupied the townships and bantustans .

Their presence is aimed at terrorising the local population, thereby

discouraging the∎ from participating in organisations . The government

knows that this is the only way to enable Councillors and Bantustan Chiefs

to operate .

He pression has been most severe in those areas where the structures of

Apartheid rule have been subject to the greatest challenge

	

the Kastern

Cape, Pretoria and KwaNdebele .

Here thousands have been detained at the grassroots level . High SAD? and

SAP presence have placed whole communities under siege .

Prevent the advance of the Armed Struggle

Immediately prior to the State of emergency, the government signalled its

intention to ignore international censure by attacking the Prontline States .

Since then, the SAD? has conducted aerial exercises over the Kruger Motional

Park and demonstrated its might in central Johannesburg . This show

of strength have been linked to direct threats to the Erontline States .

There have been a number of battles between the security ?orgies and AMC

gwrillas, and attempts to populate the high risk areas in the Mothern

Transvaal, by providing security and financs*l aid to farmers .



Re-organise the enemy camp

We spoke earlier of the disputes and divisions within the enesy coop that

reached a new intensity prior to the declaration of the E.ergency .

The apartheid regime hopes to re-unite the ruling group by showing the

right wing it is capable of controlling the African ∎ajority . It hopes

to vin the support of the liberal and business couunity by proving that

the restoration of 'law and order' is a necessary pre-condition for con-

tinued and successful refer∎ initiatives .

To do this, the State is placing considerable emphasis on (its ability to)

project a different reality in the vacuum left by press restrictions .

Its propaganda aims to create the impression that the ∎ajor conflict in

the country is between black 'moderates' and 'radical' groups and not

between the supporters and opponents of apartheid .

The State is demonstrating to the rightwing that it is not prepared to

bow to international pressure .

Restore business confidence in the economy

After the crushing of the •ass ∎ovements in the 1960s, the SA economy

experienced a period of growth . It was this boo∎ that ∎ade SA's ruling

ainority one of the richest in the world . It was also the boos that

financed and created the conditions for the imposition of grand apartheid .

There is little doubt that the SA government is hoping to repeat this

part of our country's history . Governor of the Reserve Bank,Dr de Rock,

said that foreign investors need to be convinced that SA is not on the

brink of a revolution, that their assets are safe and that they will be

able to reap their profits . Rconosists claim that the Rsergency in fact

restored confi ence .

The goveraseat is also trying to restore ordinary people's confidence in

the ability of the present economic system to provide for their well being .

In this regard, the government announced it was going to spend R1,5

million to encourage ecowic growth.
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TASKS OF TNt DF.IIOCRATIC MOYDIUT

The apartheid regime has launched its greatest offensive against the

democratic movement . This offensive is a response to the serious challenge

the regime is facing . Over the last eighteen months tAo democratic move-

ment has taken the struggle forward from merely opposing apartheid struc-

tutus , to replacing them with democratic organs of peoples power .

In this sense the political initiative remains in th. hands of the people

and the democratic movement . The aprtheid regime has no clear long torn

strategy for the maintenance of minority rule . The regime can only remain

in power through the use of oztreme force .

While our organisations are under heavy attack, our struggle against

apartheid continues . When wo say it continues, w• do not necessarily

moan in ezactly the same way as before . Tho regime's present offensive

makes many of the old ways of organising and mobilising the masses impos-

sible and inappropriate in this new phase .

In the past, the central strategic role of the UDl has boon to engage in

the mass ∎oblisation, mass organisation and politicisation of our people .

This role remains unchanged in essence . Yo mood to find wow ways to

continue to mobilise our people as we have not yet achieved mazimir

mobilisation .

At the same time we need to protect and maintain the host of democratic

structures through which the mass movement ousts .

If we do not continue to mobilise the ∎asses and build our or ganisatioms

we will never be strong enough to defeat the apartheid regime . If we merely

build our organisations, but do not engage the regime, we will not prevent

it reshaping the political terrain . For this reason, defending our

democratic structures and intensifying the assault on the enemy must .b e

part of the same process .

While the regime's offensive makes organising and mobilising in the old

way difficult, it also throws up now conditions and now contradictions
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which make new strategies and alliances possible .

In this regard the regime's offensive against the trade union movement

and against the liberal press is of particular significance .

Ye said earlier that in attempting to close off the legal space, the

the state has launched an offensive against sections of the democratic movement

which have not experienced serious repression in the immediate past . In

doing this, the regime has greatly increased the range of organisations

and individuals opposed to its policies .

&aployers have complained that the restrictions on union activities

threaten the system of industrial relations which has taken six years to build .

The recent call by businessmen for the release of Nelson N andela and the

unbanning of the ANC is a serious blow for the governments attempt to

rally all sections of the ruling block behind its emergency strategy .

The severe pressclamps have also mobilised editors of the cormerc1al press

against the regime's attempts to re-create SA reality . A number of prominent

editors and writers have recently opposed emergency press restrictions .

These initiatives raise the possibility of forming new alliances to frus-

trate the enemy and to isolate it still futher .

Our i~rediate tasks are to :

	Create broad popular unity against the emergency

	 Intensigy the national offensive against apartheid

	Build mass organisation and people's power

	 i .eplace those activists detained or killed

'Yin the propaganda war.

Create broad popular unity against the emergency

Ye must draw together the widest possible range of groups and organisations

to campaign against the emergency . This unity must be based on the follo-

wing set of minimal demands : release of detainees lifting of the emergency,



scrapping of Le Grange's Laws, freedos of the press, freed .. of association

and unbanning of the ANC .

But our opposition to the new for. of apartheid rule cannot stop here .

Intensify the National Offensive against apartheid

he suet continue to call for the resignation of corncillors, policeaen,

bantustan chiefs and MP's . he suet refuse to allow our rents to be used

to saintain puppet structures, or to finance the onslaught by the SAP or SAD? .

We suet intensify our call for the resignation of sesbers of the Tricaaeral

parliasent . After Le Grange's Laws were steasrolled through the Presidents

council, the toothlessness of the House of Delegates and House of Represen-

tatives has been totally exposed .

Build sass organisation and people's power

Our ai∎ is not just to rept :ce apartheid tyranny with a new for. of

coercion . Our ais is to build a country frei of oppression and exploitation .

To build organisations that will withstand the present onslaught we need to

root our structures in the sasses. We suit build saall cowittees in every

street and school that will be able to sect and operate even under the har-

shest repression .

It is not enough to build our organisations . We suit also extend the control

over our lives by transforsing street coirittees se rudisentary organs

of people's power .

In addition to establishing street soatsittee g, we need to establish defence

co.aittees in every street to protect our people against the arced onnj .ught

of the apartheid regise .

Replacethose activists detained or killed

The enesy is trying to crush us by reaoving leading activists Eros our ranks .

Our task is to ensure that for every leader that is taken tee other acti-

vists are waiting in readiness to step into his or her boots . This can

only be ensured by the all-round political training of all our activists .
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Svery activists should resesber that there is no telling when history will 45M1

upon hi• or her to take over the leadership . Political education suet

be taken as seriously as the caspaign against puppet structures . Only

in this way can we ensure that the esergency is rendered unworkable .

Yin the propaganda war

The tight press curbs, the inforsation blackout and the unwillingness of

the press to carry statesents of the desocratic sovesent, all place a

new esphasis on the need for propaganda . Without propaganda it will be

isposslble to counter the state's attespts to silence the progressive

∎ovesent, nor will it be possible to launch a coherent and united response

to the state's offensive . No sass ∎ovesent can grow or even sustain

itself without appropriate propaganda . At a t ise of intense political

conflict, the role of propaganda becoses vital .

Propaganda is not only the task of the executives of organisations .

£very activist,every street cosaittee sort becose a broadcasting centre

for our line .

The tasks of defending our desocratic structures and intensifying the assualt

are inseparable l
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LONG LIY£ Till ADVANCING STRUGGLEI

ANANDLA 1
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